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P R E S S  R E L E A S E  

infoteam supports with 
software for corona 
quick test 
 

Franconian software service provider develops system 
software for COVID-19 quick test 

Bubenreuth, May 14th 2020 

▪ Quick test by GNA Biosolutions GmbH shall detect SARS-CoV-
2 in patient samples, in 15 minutes or less 

▪ The GNA Neo portable testing system will detect SARS-CoV-2 
for up to eight samples at a time. First tests and instruments 
are anticipated in summer 2020 

▪ infoteam Software Group has on short notice freed up 
software specialists in medical and laboratory technology 
from other projects and made them available for the 
development of GNA Neo software 

 

infoteam Software Group from Bubenreuth near Erlangen is 
supporting the development system software for a portable 
molecular test device for COVID-19 disease on behalf of GNA 
Biosolutions GmbH based in Martinsried near Munich. The GNA Neo 
test device drastically accelerates nucleic acid amplification (PCR) by 
introducing heating elements directly into the samples and heating 
them with pulses by factors faster than in conventional molecular 
diagnostics. Within 15 minutes, the small mobile test devices detect 
SARS-CoV-2 with high sensitivity, in contrast to antibody tests. The 
device will be able to process up to eight patient samples in parallel.  

Two weeks ago, infoteam spontaneously and unbureaucratically 
joined the project as software service provider. To be able to support 
the development of the software as quickly as possible, up to six 
software specialists for medical and laboratory technology were 
immediately freed up from other projects on short notice. "For us, it 
goes without saying that we canalise and make our expertise 
available at any time in the current situation," says Alexander 
Brendel, Director Life Science at infoteam. 
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As in 2017, GNA’s technology was first used in a prototype system 
during a successful field trial in Sierra Leone to determine Ebola 
infections - at that time, the prototype software was running on a 
connected laptop. For the devices to be able to work autonomously, 
the software must run directly on the integrated hardware. This 
applies to both the control software and the user software with which 
users can operate the device. infoteam expects the software to be 
completed this week, with fine tuning planned for the next two 
weeks. This will also be followed by documentation in conformance 
with IVD standards, which is currently suspended due to a special 
approval.  

With these exceptional accelerated product development timelines, 
GNA Neo systems are anticipated in summer 2020. 

 

Contact at infoteam Software Group:  
Patrick Kraus  
Marketing Communications Manager  
patrick.kraus@infoteam.de and presse@infoteam.de   
+49 9131 78 00-860 

Contact at GNA Biosolutions GmbH:  
Anastasia Liapis  
VP, Strategic Marketing & Partnerships  
liapis@gna-bio.com  
+49 89 99 82 07 195 

 

Image rights 

The attached graphical material is released for publication. 

 Building-02.jpg 
© infoteam Software AG  
Possible picture caption: The infoteam Software Group from 
Bubenreuth supports the software development of a COVID-
19 rapid test 

 GNA_Neo.png 
© GNA Biosolutions GmbH  
Potential picture caption: GNA Neo is expected to be launched 
as a rapid test device for SARS-CoV-2 in summer 2020 
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About infoteam Software Group 

infoteam Software Group has been implementing unique software 
solutions for their customers in the industry, infrastructure, life 
science and public service markets for almost 40 years. Its core 
business comprises the partial and total development of control and 
embedded software, middleware and application software – agile, 
modern and in line with the latest security requirements. Special 
areas of expertise include normatively regulated software for use in 
medical and laboratory equipment (IVDR, MDR, FDA, ISO 13485, IEC 
62304, etc.) as well as functionally safe software at the highest 
safety level (IEC 61508, EN 50128, etc.). The service portfolio is well 
rounded as a result of many years of experience in data analysis, AI 
and machine learning. 

infoteam Software Group employs more than 300 people and has 
offices and subsidiaries in Germany, the Czech Republic, Switzerland 
and China. The parent company, infoteam Software AG, is 
headquartered in Bubenreuth near Erlangen, Germany. 


